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Abstract

We report a systematic study of a new class of melt-extracted Gd53Al24Co20Zr3 amorphous microwires in terms of fabrication, struc-
tural characterization and evaluation of mechanical and magnetic properties. The tensile properties of the wires are characterized by a
precision video gauge method and analyzed using the Weibull and lognormal methods. The three-parameter Weibull model and lognor-
mal model based on the median rank value show consistent results and prove to be superior to the two-parameter Weibull model for the
studied microwire with a smaller variation. The statistical mean tensile strength and fracture strain are calculated to be �1200 MPa and
�2.0%, respectively, which are comparable with those of other metallic glasses. Remarkably, the microwires exhibit a large and reversible
magnetocaloric effect (MCE), with the isothermal magnetic entropy change (�DSm) and refrigerant capacity (RC) reaching the large
values of 5.32 J kg�1 K�1 and 467 J kg�1 for a field change of 3 T. Albeit with a low Curie temperature, these values are superior to those
reported for pure Gd and other Gd-based bulk or ribbon-shaped glasses. The mean field model-based and Langevin function analyses
reveal that the second-order magnetic transition behavior of the studied wire originates from the local anisotropy associated with the fine
size of the wire and derogation and fluctuation of the exchange integral. These results demonstrate the adaptability and overall excellence
of the newly developed Gd-based microwires, making them multifunctional elements for MCE-based cooling applications, especially for
liquid nitrogen liquefaction.
� 2012 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Modern society relies very much on effective refrigera-
tion. The currently prevailing technique, including vapor
compression refrigerators, cannot meet the standard of
high efficiency and, worse still, can jeopardize human life
with the usage of dangerous gases, such as chlorofluorocar-
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bons and hydro-chlorofluorocarbons [1–4]. Therefore, it is
necessary to develop alternative techniques to circumvent
these issues. Magnetic refrigeration based on the magnet-
ocaloric effect (MCE), among others, emerges as one of
the most promising techniques in view of its high efficiency
(�50% higher than a gas compression-based cooling tech-
nique), compact structure, cost-effectiveness and environ-
mental friendliness [5–8]. By definition, MCE refers to a
reversible change in temperature of a magnetic material
in response to an adiabatic application (magnetization)
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or removal of external magnetic field (demagnetization),
and can therefore be characterized by the adiabatic thermal
change (DTad) or the isothermal magnetic entropy change
(DSm). From the cooling application standpoint, however,
the refrigerant capacity (RC) is a more important figure of
merit in evaluating the cooling efficiency of magnetocaloric
(MC) materials. RC, which is often calculated as a numer-
ical integration of �DSm(T) from the cold and hot end tem-
peratures at half maximum of the �DSm(T) peak [2].
Therefore, it measures not only the cooling power of a
magnetocaloric material but also the thermodynamic effi-
ciency of the material [9]. In order to obtain large RC,
the material needs both a large DSm and a transition that
spans a broad temperature interval. This is also a basic
requirement to realize active magnetic refrigeration
(AMR) [10]. Most efforts have been devoted to exploring
first-order magnetic transition (FOMT) materials, such as
Gd5(Ge1�xSix)4 (0.3 � x � 0.5) [11,12], Gd5Si2Ge1.9Fe0.1

[4], MnFeP0.45As0.55 [13], MnAsxSb1�x [14], and
La(Fe,Si)13 [15] due to the very large DSm. However,
FOMTs occur over a narrow temperature interval and
are often accompanied with considerable thermal and field
hysteresis, which are undesirable for AMR [16]. In contrast
to FOMT materials, second-order magnetic transition
(SOMT) materials, albeit presenting a smaller DSm, work
over a broader temperature interval and hence can possess
a larger RC in favor of Ericsson circulation [17] and negli-
gible hysteresis losses [18]. It is therefore challenging to
achieve both large DSm (or DTad) and large RC in a single
material. A plausible solution for this could be exploring
MCE in composite materials [19–22] that exhibit multiple
SOMT temperatures and significantly enlarge RC by trans-
forming the caret-like or ”k”-shaped MCE profiles of sin-
gle phase to table-like characteristics. Alternatively, one
can design a regenerator bed containing different MC
materials, constituting a graded cooling system [5]. In the
latter case, the fine size of the MC materials applied is cru-
cial as (i) it is in favor of high cooling efficiency with respect
to size of the whole regenerator and (ii) it provides an addi-
tional freedom to control the amount and distribution of
the MC materials in the regenerator bed, thus optimizing
the cooling performance of the device.

In another perspective, metallic glasses have been exten-
sively studied due to their exceptional overall performance
in MCE resulting from the following advantages [23,24]:
high electrical resistivity (small eddy current loss), high cor-
rosion resistance, broadening of magnetic phase transition
(absence of long-range order), excellent tunability of MCE
and Curie temperature Tc by alloying, low hysteresis loss
(good soft ferromagnetic properties) and good mechanical
properties. The most studied metallic glasses are heavy
rare-earth based, including Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho and Er, in that
they have large magnetic moment (NglB

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
JðJþ 1Þ

p
) and

total angular momentum quantum number (J), which
determine the change in magnetic entropy according to
[25]:
�DSm ¼
Ng2l2

BJðJþ 1ÞH 2

3kBðT� T cÞ2
ð1Þ

where N is the number of magnetic atoms per unit volume,
g is the Landé factor, lB is the Bohr magneton (BM), and
kB is the Boltzmann constant. Among existing materials,
gadolinium (Gd) shows an outstanding MCE performance
near room temperature, which is often set as a baseline to
evaluate newfound magnetocaloric materials [26]. How-
ever, pure Gd is rather expensive, so alloying it with other
elements seems to be a unique way to find itself a niche in
competitive refrigeration markets. Literature abounds on
the MCE evaluation of amorphous materials in bulk and
ribbon forms [27–35]. However, only a few works have re-
ported on the MCE in amorphous wires [36]. Most re-
cently, a numerical study performed by Vuarnoz et al.
[10] revealed that an AMR system consisting of stacks of
Gd wires, arranged parallel to the direction of heat trans-
fer, show a good cooling performance. However, the large
diameter of these wires limits the heat exchange surface
area. While the authors suggested that the diameter of
the wires should not be made thinner than 2.5 mm as the
geometrical restriction of the wire would result in its poor
mechanical properties, their calculation reveals an impor-
tant consequence that the wires are a better option than
particles of the same diameter with an increase of 30% in
packing factor, twice larger pressure drop and higher coef-
ficient of performance to implement in a magnetic bed of
an AMR system. An inspiring conclusion was made that
the AMR containing the stack of wires tends to increase
the temperature span between its ends, which is of practical
importance for realizing a higher cooling load with a higher
efficiency.

In this context, capitalizing on recent progress in melt-
extracted microwires [37–39], we have fabricated a new
class of Gd-based microwires and systematically character-
ized their structural, mechanical and magnetocaloric prop-
erties. The results obtained cast great promises on the
application of these micro-sized wires and the multiphase
materials based on them for AMR applications.

2. Experimental

Amorphous wires of a nominal composition Gd53Al24

Co20Zr3 were fabricated using a home-built melt-extraction
facility as schematically shown in Fig. 1a. The composition
is chosen as its bulk glass shows excellent MCE properties
[31]. The detailed fabrication process is briefed here as fol-
lows. The ingot with a diameter of 8 mm was prepared
from raw materials Gd (99.9%), Al (99.99%), Co
(99.99%) and Zr (99.9%) crystals in argon atmosphere by
arc melting. The melt extraction process was performed
using a copper wheel with diameter of 160 mm and 60�
knife edge, with a linear velocity of the wheel rim fixed at
30 m min�1 and a feed rate of the molten material of
90 lm s�1. The appearance of obtained wire bundles is



Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a melt-extraction setup, where (1) indicates the
spinning wheel, (2) is the melt puddle and (3) represents the extracted
amorphous wires. (b) Optical graph of the fabricated wire bundles and the
inset shows a side-view SEM image of the wires.

Fig. 2. XRD patterns of the wires with the diffraction patterns shown in
the right inset and the left inset shows the DSC trace of the wire with the
glass transition temperature Tg and crystallization onset temperature Tx

indicated by the up and down arrows, respectively.
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shown in Fig. 1b. The morphology of wires was observed
by a field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM
S-4700) at 15 kV. Thermal analysis was carried out in a
Perkin–Elmer differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) at a
heating rate of 20 K min�1. The amorphous nature of wires
was further confirmed by the X-ray diffraction (XRD)
characterization: the diffractogram was obtained by a
PANalytical’s Empyrean with Cu Ka radiation; the image
of diffraction patterns was taken by an Xcalibur-2 diffrac-
tometer from Oxford Diffraction with a Sapphire-2 CCD
detector. The tensile properties of microwires were tested
by an Instron tensile tester (Instron 3343) with a load cell
of 10 N; the strain was measured by a video gauge. The
magnetic measurements were performed using a commer-
cial Physical Property Measurement System from Quan-
tum Design in the temperature range of 2–350 K for
applied fields up to 7 T.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structural characterization

The XRD profile and DSC trace obtained from the as-
extracted Gd53Al24Co20Zr3 wires are shown in Fig. 2. A
typical broad halo pattern without visible crystalline peaks
is observed at �33o, together with the ring-shaped diffrac-
tion patterns as shown in the inset of Fig. 2, indicating that
a fully amorphous state is formed. Using the XRD data,
one can calculate the radial distribution function (RDF)
using the following formula [40]:

RDFðrÞ ¼ 4pr2qðrÞ

¼ 4pr2qaa þ
2r
p

Z 1

0

s½IðsÞ � 1� sin srds ð2Þ

where r denotes the real time position of any atoms, q(r)
denotes the density of atoms at a distance of r from the ori-
gin. qa denotes the average the density of atoms.
jsj ¼ 4p sinðhÞ=k with h representing half the diffraction an-
gle and the X-ray wavelength k = 1.54 Å. The coordination
number of the outmost shell can then be numerically inte-
grated from the first peak (not shown here): Z = 11, which
is pretty close to the typical value of 12 for metallic glasses
[41]. This critical parameter permits one to calculate the ex-
change integral through the M(T) measurement, which will
be discussed later. The amorphous nature of the wire is fur-
ther confirmed from its DSC trace. As shown in the left in-
set of Fig. 2, the DSC trace exhibits a visible endothermic
reaction due to the glass transition followed by two obvi-
ous crystallization (exothermic) peaks. The crystallization
time and average rate are estimated to be �480 s and
3.96 � 10�3 s�1, which are typical for metallic glasses
[42]. As indicated by the arrows, the glass transition



Fig. 3. Stress–strain curve of a specimen obtained from machine output
(the case of apparent strain) and the video gauge (the case of real strain),
respectively. The inset shows time dependence of four strain profiles
recorded by the video gauge.
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temperature Tg and crystallization onset temperature Tx

are 606 K and 642 K (DTx = Tx � Tg = 36 K), respectively.
It should be noted that the DSC curve of the present micro-
wire is similar to that reported for its bulk counterpart [28],
suggesting that the wire format does not alter much the
glass forming ability (GFA) of the material. However, as
compared to Gd60Al10+xCo30�x (x = 0, 5, 10, 15), which
shows much a much larger DTx (40–52 K), the addition
of Zr does not enhance the GFA as what happened to
FeNbAlBZr [43]. This can be understood from the three
empirical rules proposed by Inoue [44], i.e., (1) multicom-
ponent, (2) significant atomic size mismatches and (3) neg-
ative heats of mixing. The atomic radii of Gd, Al, Co and
Zr are 0.178, 0.143, 0.125 and 0.16 nm. Al benefits the
GFA with a medium atomic size which enables itself to in-
sert into the inter-atomic spaces between Gd and Co. Like-
wise, the diameter of Zr is also between that of Gd and Co.
In comparison with Al, Zr is much closer to that of Gd in
diameter; it therefore makes no further contribution as Al
does to diminish the overall diameter mismatch extent. As
such, one would not expect a more reinforced backbone
structure constituted by networking large and small atoms
[45]. By contrast, the addition of elements of larger atomic
radius, such as Zr to FeNbAlB or smaller radius such as Si
to GdAlCo proves to be effective in improving the GFA. In
addition, the enthalpy of mixing is �38 kJ mol�1 for the
Gd–Al pair, �22 kJ mol�1 for the Gd–Co pair,
�19 kJ mol�1 for the Co–Al pair and 9 kJ mol�1 for the
Gd–Zr pair. The addition of Zr clearly violates Inoue’s
rule. On the other hand, the addition of Zr by just 3 at.%
will not severely degrade the GFA. The advantages of Zr
addition lies in its improvement of the exchange integral,
but the excessive addition of Zr (>8–10%) may decrease
the Tc by occupying the Gd atom sites. Thus, leading to
precipitation of new nanocrystalline phases [43,46], which
is detrimental to both forming of amorphous structure
and to the associated soft magnetic properties, which can
greatly impact the MCE.

3.2. Mechanical properties

As Gd–Al forms strong bonding with relatively large
mixing enthalpy, as mentioned above, this quaternary alloy
is expected to have good mechanical properties. Previous
studies have shown that the compressive fracture strength
and Young’s modulus are 1180–1380 MPa and 60–
70 GPa for Gd–Al–Co bulk metallic glasses, respectively
[47]. As the direct output from the tensile machine is unre-
liable, and the strain gauge cannot be applied to fibers of
such fine size, a non-contact method has to be used. Using
a video gauge that is able to capture precisely the displace-
ment of targeted points in the sample, the real strain pro-
files can be accurately obtained. In comparison with
other non-contact methods, such as interferometric strain
displacement gauge, digital image correlation and differen-
tial digital image tracking [48–50], the video gauge method,
which has a simplified configuration, is much more flexible.
A detailed description of the facility and its reliabilities has
been reported in previous studies [51,52]. Fig. 3 compares
the results obtained from the apparent strain (output from
the tensile tester) and real strain (from video gauge). The
corrected (real) strain is only 35% of the apparent strain.
We captured four points on the tested wires at an apprecia-
ble distance and four strain values were calculated from a
built-in program. As shown in the inset in Fig. 3, the tem-
poral response of strain shows an excellent consensus, dem-
onstrating the reliability of the video gauge. We tested 19
specimens in total, prepared by fixing a wire of 10 mm
gauge length in the middle of a frame made of cardboard.
The short diameter, defined as the distance from free sur-
face to droplet (as indicated by the arrow in the inset
SEM image), averages 34.96 lm; its ratio to average long
diameter (47.94 lm) is 0.713, which shows near semicircu-
lar geometry of the extracted sample. As pointed out by
Inoue et al. [53], the geometry is determined by the process-
ing parameters such as the wheel velocity and molten rising
velocity; the roundness of the wires can therefore be
improved by optimizing them. The average equivalent
diameter (diameter of a circle with the same area as the
cross-sectional area of the fiber) [54] is 41.25 (coefficient
of variation: 9.1) lm and its distribution is shown in the
inset of Fig. 4. Thus the tensile strength is calculated for
each specimen. The stress data were statistically analyzed,
as summarized in Table 1, and approached by the two-
parameter Weibull method (TPWM), which is formulated
as a two-parameter expression [55,56]:

P f ¼ 1� e
�L r

r0ð Þ
m½ �

ð3Þ
where Pf is the Weibull cumulative distribution describing
the probability of failure of a fiber of length L at a stress
less than or equal to the stress r, r0 is the characteristic
stress (or Weibull scale parameter) and m is Weibull mod-
ulus (or shape parameter), which describes the variability



Fig. 4. Stress–strain curves of 19 specimens; the top inset is the
distribution of equivalent diameter, v% is termed as the percentage of
the samples in certain equivalent diameter of the wires (values of abscissa)
out of the total number of tested samples; the bottom inset shows a cross-
sectional view of the microwire with the short diameter indicated by the
arrow from the free surface to the shaped flat surface in connection to the
copper wheel.
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of the failure strength. One can then extract these two
parameters by plotting ln(ln(1/1 � Pf))) vs. ln(r) as shown
in Fig. 5a. Subsequently, one can compute the Weibull
mean stress in the form of [57]:

�r ¼ r0L�1=mC 1þ 1

m

� �
ð4Þ

The parameters of the Weibull distribution were esti-
mated through the linear regression method, using the fol-
lowing estimator (median rank value) [57]:

P f ¼
i� 0:3

nþ 0:4
ð5Þ

where i denote the rank of the ith data point and n is the
number of data points.
Table 1
Tensile properties of Gd53Al24Co20Zr3 microwire in comparison with other m

Microwire Format Tensile strength
(MPa)

Young’s modulus
(GPa)

Fract
(%)

Gd-based m 1622.74 ± 216.57 82.85 ± 15.42 2.01 ±

Zr-based m 1765 93.88 1.88
Pd-based m 1306 67.67 1.93
Pd-based m 1580 69.60 2.27
Ni-based m 2300 100.00 2.3
Fe-based m 3800 165.22 2.3
Co-based m 3300 150.00 2.2
Go-based m 3242 117.04 2.77
Go-based m 3850 128.33 3
La-based b 835.82 42.25 1.98
Mg-based b 1149.25 60.92 1.89
Zr-based b 1731.34 86.46 2.00
Pd-based b 1656.72 86.46 1.92
For a more general case, one can apply the three-param-
eter Weibull model (TrPWM) by taking into account the
failure threshold rft, which is in the form of [58]

ln ln
1

1� P f

� �� �
¼ m lnðelnðrÞ � rftÞ þ ln L� m ln r0 ð6Þ

Like TPWM, TrPWM can also derive all parameters
from the plot of ln(ln(1/(1-Pf))) vs. ln(r). Note that when
rft = 0, Eq. (5) is reduced to TPWM form. Fig. 5a shows
both fitting curves; the linear fit of TPWM is relatively
poor with an R2 of 0.83 and large Weibull modulus of
6.1. The mean strength calculates 1748 MPa, i.e., 7% devi-
ation from the average stress value. These results demon-
strate that the TPWM is somewhat indicative but not
accurate By contrast, the TrPWM yields a good fit with
an R2 of 0.975 and small m of 1.22. The calculated failure
threshold is 1219 MPa, which sets a reliably safe boundary
of using the material, which is 75% of the average stress.
Note that in some studies (e.g. Ref. [58]) p is defined as
p = (i � 0.5)/n, which is not as accurate as the median rank
value for the current case, which gave a rather poor fit (not
shown here) with much larger m of 9.38 and considerably
underestimating a mean stress of only 968 MPa.

Alternatively, the failure strengths of brittle materials
are sometime described by a log-normal distribution, where
the probability of failure is given by [59]:

P f ;LN ¼
1

2
1þ erf

lnðrÞ � j

s
ffiffiffi
2
p

� �� �
ð7Þ

where j is the mean and s is the standard deviation of the
natural log of the stress data. From the fitting curve
(Fig. 5b), one can also calculate the average mean strength
exp(7.122) = 1239 MPa, which is close to the value
obtained by the TrPWM model, further confirming the
validity of this stress value as an reliable evaluation
parameter.

To put our discussion in context, we compare in Table 1
the tensile properties of the presently studied Gd-based
etallic glasses in microwires (m) and bulk format (b).

ure strain Failure threshold strength (MPa)
lognormal strength
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Weibull plots for tensile fracture strength of tested wires fitted
by TPWM and TrPWM; (b) lognormal plots.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Temperature dependence of zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-
cooled (FC) magnetization taken at a field of 0.02 T. The inset shows the
M–H curve at T = 10 K. (b) Temperature dependence of the derivative of
magnetization with respect to temperature (dM/dT).
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wire with other metallic fibers. Overall, one can conclude
from the testing results and statistical analyses thereof that
the Gd-based wire has a reasonably good mechanical
property: its tensile strength and Young’s modulus are
comparable to those of Zr-based and Pd-based alloys either
in the microwire or bulk form, and higher than those of La-
based and Mg-based bulk glasses, but much inferior to
those of Fe- and Co-based microwires. The fracture stain
is in the average level of all materials compared, which
enables them to be geometrically adaptable to a diversity
of cooling systems.

3.3. Magnetic and magnetocaloric properties

Zero-field-cooled and field-cooled measurements were
carried out by cooling the specimen in zero magnetic field
and a constant applied magnetic field, respectively, before
the magnetization of the material is recorded on increasing
temperature under the same applied magnetic field. It is
expected that the zero field measurement is irreversible
below the freezing temperature. The observation that the
M(T) is reversible in the whole measurement range of 10
to 200 K (Fig. 6a) indicates that there is no glass (cluster
glass or spin glass) phase and that there is a single magnetic
phase, i.e. ferromagnetic phase (T < Tc) for the studied
microwire. This is different from the case of Mn-based bulk
glasses, where Mn moments couple antiparallel to Gd
moments, thus causing spin glasses [35]. The Curie temper-
ature, determined from the inflection point of the M(T)
curve measured under 0.02 T is 94 K (Fig. 6b), which is
much lower than that of the crystalline Gd (293 K). This
can be attributed to the structural disordering and
the addition of alloying elements, which impacts on the
Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida (RKKY) magnetic
interactions that govern the magnetic properties of
RE-based intermetallics. For a Gd-based microwire, these
interactions depend locally on two parameters, namely,
Gd–Gd interatomic distances and the number of conduc-
tion electrons. As such, the composition and structure play
a significant role in determining the magnetic behavior of
the Gd-based wire.

To further understand the magnetic features of the stud-
ied wire, M(H) data were fit by the Langevin function, as
shown in Fig. 7. One can see a good fit to the experimental
data at 95 K (close to Tc). The fit values of R2 (0.999) close
to unity suggest clearly that the studied magnetic behavior
falls within the classical limit of a high magnetic moment.
The fitting parameters confirm that Gd3+ clusters are
formed with effective number of Bohr magnetons of
2.58lB/fu, which is much lower than that of the isolated
Gd3+(7lB/fu). This demonstrates that the paramagnetic
(PM) phase has weak interactions of Gd3+, which



Fig. 7. Field to temperature ratio dependence of magnetization at 95 K
that is close to the Tc; the experimental data are fitted by the Langevin
functions with three parameters.
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originates from the disordering effect, i.e., deterioration
and fluctuation of the exchange integral [65]. One can then
picture the evolution of magnetic features with temperature
transition at each stage: At high temperature, the PM prop-
erties can be better described by Langevin function. Cool-
ing below Tc makes the short-range exchange interactions
(a)

(c)

Fig. 8. (a) Isothermal magnetization as a function of magnetic field in a wide te
to 180 K. (c) Magnetic entropy changes �DSm under varying magnetic field va
dominate kBT and the ordering clusters (group of spins)
are formed (Fig. 7).

Isothermal field dependence of M was measured
between 0 and 3 T, for various temperatures between 20
and 200 K. These M(H) curves (Fig. 8a) allow calculating
the isothermal magnetic entropy change by applying the
thermodynamic Maxwell equation [25]:

dS
dH

� �
T

¼ � dM
dT

� �
H

ð8Þ

where S denotes the magnetic entropy. Following Eq. (8),
the magnetic entropy change of the sample, DSm, under
demagnetization in isothermal process can be calculated
by integrating over the magnetic field as follows [66]:

DSm ¼
Z H

0

dMðT ;HÞ
dT

� �
H

dH ð9Þ

The resulting DSm vs. T plots under different magnetic field
variations are displayed in Fig. 8c. As expected, with
increasing magnetic field, �DSm increases significantly
along with a slight increase of Tp (equal to Tc in the present
case), where the peak of �DSm occurs. The peak values of
�DSm are 5.32 J kg�1 K�1 at 100 K for H = 3 T, which
compares well with other MCE materials including Gd
and GdSiGe series as summarized in Fig. 9. The most
(d)

(b)

mperature range of 20–180 K. (b) Arrott plot for the studied wire from 20
riations. (d) H dependence of RC, RCP, and �DSmax

m for the studied wires.



Fig. 9. RC w.r.t. �DSmax
m of a variety of bulk Gd-based metallic glasses in

comparison with the studied Gd53Al24Co20Zr3 microwire.
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remarkable feature is the broad peak of �DSm, indicating a
desirable SOMT feature resulting from the disordered
structure of the material, which is confirmed by the Arrott
plot [67] exhibiting all positive slopes (a negative slope
would indicate a FOMT) of H/M vs. M2 (Fig. 8b). The
broad peak feature can be further understood by computa-
tion of the heat capacity discontinuity at zero field (DCm) at
the Curie transition within the framework of the mean field
theory. According to Liu et al. [68],

DCm � NkB
5JðJþ 1Þ

J 2 þ ðJþ 1Þ2
ð10Þ

By fitting the M–H data to Langevin function,
N = 1.15 � 1023 mol�1, J = 3.5 for Gd, giving
DCm = 3.514 J mol�1 K�1, which is large enough to induce
an appreciable discontinuity of the second order phase
transition. Note that although the J value for heavy rare
earth elements is large enough to push the term of
J(J + 1)/(J2 + (J + 1)2) to the maximum of 1/2, the weak
interactions between Gd3+ depreciate the effective number
of magnetic atoms from an ideal situation. This explains
why DCm fails to reach 14.1–14.4 J K�1 mol�1 as in Ref.
[68], which considers the effective moment of Gd-based
metallic glasses as 7lB.

Based on Fig. 8c, the field dependence of maximum
entropy change (�DSmax

m ) is plotted to further understand
the physics of the MCE response of the studied wire at
transition temperature. As for SOMT materials, �DSmax

m

(H) follows a scaling law, i.e. �DSmax
m / H n [69]. As shown

in Fig. 8d, the fitting of full circle points (�DSmax
m ) leads to

that n = 0.74 for the studied Gd-based amorphous wire. As
expected, it deviates from the value of 2/3 corresponding to
mean field theory [70] due to the local inhomogeneities in
the melt-extracted wire. The exponent value of 0.74 is close
to 0.75, the typical value for Fe-based amorphous alloys
[71–73]. We have demonstrated that the inhomogeneities
could act as nucleation sites to induce the generation of
nanocrystals and have a significant impact on the
mechanical and magnetic properties of the wires [37]. The
improvement of the homogeneity of the microwire via opti-
mization of the fabrication process or post-processing can
then improve the predictability of H dependence of MCE
parameters.

The refrigerant capacity (RC) can be obtained by
numerically integrating the area under the DSm(T) curve
using the temperatures at half maximum of the peak as
the integration limits, i.e., RC ¼

R T 2

T 1
�DSmðT ÞdT . Note that

researchers (e.g. Ref. [32]) also use the product of the peak
entropy change and the full width at half maximum of the
peak (strictly termed as relative cooling power (RCP)), i.e.,
RCP ¼ �DSmax

m ðT 2 � T 1Þ [6]; it is typically 4/3 of the RC as
can be readily proved by approximating the area under the
�DSm(T) curve as a triangle. It is therefore important to
make sure the RC is properly defined and unified to make
a comparison meaningful. Fig. 8d shows an increase in
both RCP and RC with increasing magnetic field. The
RC value is also compared with other materials as shown
in Fig. 9. Remarkably, it shows the superior MCE perfor-
mance than its counterpart in bulk form. Intuitively, we
understand that the magnetic properties of the microwires
are expected to be different from those of their bulk coun-
terpart. Based on the local anisotropy, the mobility of clus-
ters in the microwires is size dependent, and a distribution
of cluster sizes results in unique properties [23,74]. It is
worth commenting that, although the studied Gd-wire
exhibit both large RC and �DSm, its Curie temperature is
much lower than pure Gd or many other metallic glasses
[32], due to the twofold mechanisms: (i) the disorder effect
significantly reduces the electron mean free path and in
consequence decreases the RKKY coupling at a smaller
length scale [75]; (ii) According to Weiss mean field theory,
Tc = 2ZAexJ(J + 1)/3kB [41], a weak interaction between
Gd, as the dominant magnetic elements, leads to the rela-
tively low Tc of its alloy. But note that it does not necessar-
ily mean the Gd-based metallic glass has low Tc, as the
electronic configuration of the transition elements can sig-
nificantly influence Tc. Specifically, assuming all elements
are alloyed with a concentration over the critical value of
being magnetic, if one exchanges Co for Mn or Fe (Cu
or Ni, respectively), which the ion will have larger (smaller,
resp.) number of Bohr magnetons, the Tc will be generally
tuned higher (lower, resp.).

4. Conclusions

A thorough study of the structural, mechanical and
magnetic properties of the melt-extracted Gd53Al24Co20Zr3

microwires has been performed. The microwire shows good
glass forming ability and thermal stability. The competitive
mechanical properties were presented based on a detailed
statistical analysis on a number of specimens. The three-
parameter Weibull model and Lognormal model fit well
with the experimental data with a statistical strength of
1219 and 1239 MPa, respectively. The fracture stain of
2.1% obtained from a non-contact video gauge compares
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well with other metallic amorphous materials, which enable
them to be geometrically adaptable to a diversity of cooling
systems. The microwires exhibited an excellent MCE
performance with the �DSmax

m and RC values of 5.32 J
kg�1 K�1 and 467 J kg�1 for a field change of 3 T, respec-
tively, thus distinguishing them from other metallic glasses.
The overall SOMT behavior originates from the formation
of magnetic clusters due to the competition between the
development of the short-range spatial magnetic ordering
and the disordering effect of the random magnetic anisot-
ropy. The disordering effect has been analysed by the mean
field model-based and Langevin function methods. It
appears that the local anisotropy associated with the fine
size of the wire significantly improves the MCE. Therefore,
tuning the strength of the random anisotropy, for example,
through heat treatment or doping allows one to tailor the
magnetic properties and MCE of amorphous alloys. An
innovative application of the studied Gd-based microwires
in AMR is promised by realizing the following two critical
factors: (i) mechanically adaptable to various cooling sys-
tems and (ii) reduction of the wire diameter in favor of a
large coefficient of performance. Thus a graded MCE com-
posite material containing these microwires can be realized,
and design and fabrication of which is under way.
Compounds legend for Fig. 9

0. Gd53Al24Co20Zr3 microwire [current work] 1.Gd51Al2Co20Ce5 [76] 2. Gd51Al24Co20Zr4Nb1 [77]
3. Gd48Al25Co20Zr3Er4 [77] 4. Gd51Al24Co20Nb1Cr4 [77] 5.Gd37Tb26Co20Al22 [33]
6. Gd53Al24Co20Zr3 [31] 7. Gd33Al25Co20Er22 [31] 8. Gd60Co26Al14 [77]
9. Gd55Co20Al25 [17] 10. Gd60Fe30Al10 [78] 11. Gd55Fe20Al25 [79]
12.Gd36Y20Al24Co20 [80] 13 Gd30Al25Co20Y20Zr5 [76] 14 Gd [3]
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